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w  .  .xn.Consider the higher order neutral differential equation x t y x t y t q
 .  .  .Q t x t y s s 0, t G t with Q t continuous, t ) 0, s G 0, and n odd. We0
establish several new sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions and
the existence of a positive solution by an associated ordinary differential equation.
Some of these conditions are sharp and improve the known results in the literature
which include the newest one by J. S. Yu Chinese Ann. Math. Ser. A 16, 1995,
.33]42 . Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Many papers are devoted to investigating the oscillation and nonoscilla-
tion of neutral differential equations. We refer to the monographs by
w x w xGyori and Ladas 1 and Erbe, Kong, and Zhang 2 .
In this paper, we are concerned with the oscillation of all solutions and
the existence of positive solutions of the neutral differential equation
 .nx t y x t y t q Q t x t y s s 0, t G t , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .0
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where
qt g 0, ` , s g R s 0, ` , n G 1 is an odd integer, . .
1.2 .qwQ g C t , ` , R and is not identically zero eventually.. .0
 . w xUnder the condition 1.2 , Grammatikopoulos et al. 3 first proved that
`  .the divergent integral condition H Q s ds s ` implies the oscillation of allt0
 . w xsolutions of 1.1 . In 4 , this result was improved by using the weaker
` ny1  .condition H s Q s ds s `. In particular, the following result recentlyt0
w x w xobtained in 8 is the newest which is also the extension of a result in 10
for the case n s 1.
w x  .THEOREM A 8 . Assume that 1.2 holds, and
` ` ny1ns Q s m y s Q m dm ds s `. 1.3 .  .  .  .H H
t s0
 .Then e¨ery solution of 1.1 oscillates.
 .The question naturally arises as to whether or not 1.3 is also a
 .necessary condition for the oscillation of all solutions of 1.1 . This
w xquestion is related to an earlier open problem proposed in 11 for the case
n s 1.
In this paper, we will make a contribution to this question by establish-
 .ing some sharp criteria for the oscillation of all solutions of 1.1 which
improve Theorem A. Therefore, the answer to this question is negative. In
 .addition, we also obtain sufficient conditions for Eq. 1.1 to have a
positive solution which include a result on the existence of an unbounded
positive solution. In particular, we obtain a sufficient and necessary condi-
tion for the oscillation of all solutions of the equation
C .nx t y x t y t q x t y s s 0, t ) 0. 1.4 .  .  .  .at
Our method is based on the treatment of an ordinary differential
 .equation which is related to Eq. 1.1 . To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first paper that establishes the existence of an unbounded positive
solution. For the study on the existence of a bounded positive solution of
 . w x w x1.1 , we refer to 12 for the case n s 1 and 2, 13 for n ) 1.
 .As is customary, a nontrivial solution of 1.1 is said to be oscillatory if it




 .nx t y x t y t q Q t x t y s F 0, t G t , 2.1 .  .  .  .  .0
 .  .where t , s , Q t are the same as 1.2 .
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. Assume that 1.2 holds. If 2.1 has an e¨entually positi¨ e
solution, then the inequality
1
nq1.y t q Q t q s y t F 0, t G t 2.2 .  .  .  .n 0t
 .with s s s sgn n y 1 has also an e¨entually positi¨ e solution.n
 .  .Proof. Suppose that 2.1 has an eventually positive solution x t . Let
z t s x t y x t y t . 2.3 .  .  .  .
w xBy 8, Lemma 2.2 there exist a t G t and an even integer l G 0 such that1 0
n. ¦x t y s ) 0, z t F 0 .  .
 i. ¥z t ) 0, i s 0, 1, . . . , l . , t G t . 2.4 .1
i § i.y1 z t ) 0, i s l q 1, . . . , n y 1 .  .
  . 4  .Set M s min x t : t F t F t q t r2. Then x t ) M for t G t . Let1 1 1
 . w . x w xt s t q t q s and m s m t s t y t y s rt , where ? denotes the2 1 1
greatest integer function. Then
my1
x t y s G z t y s y it q M , t G t . 2.5 .  .  . 2
is0
We consider the following two possible cases:
Case 1. n ) 1.
In this case, there are two subcases to consider:
 .  . w .Subcase 1. l s 0. Then 2.4 shows that z t is nonincreasing on t , ` ,1
and so
my1 1 1tys tys
z t y s y it G z s ds G z s ds, .  .  . H H
t t .tysy my1 t t3is0
t y s G t s t q t . 2.6 .3 2
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 .Hence by 2.5
1 tys
x t y s G z s ds q M , t G t q s . 2.7 .  .  .H 3t t3
 .  . w .Subcase 2. l G 2. Then 2.4 shows that z t is increasing on t , ` , and1
so
my1 1 1tys tys
z t y s y it G z s ds G z s ds, t G t q s . .  .  . H H 3t ttysymt t3is0
 .Hence, 2.7 holds as well.
 .  .From 2.1 , 2.7 , we obtain
1 tysn.z t q Q t z s ds q t M F 0, t G t q s . 2.8 .  .  .  .H 3 /t t3
 . t  .  .  .Let y t s H z s ds q t M, t G t . Then y t ) 0, t G t . From 2.8 wet 3 33
have
1
nq1.y t q Q t y t y s F 0, t G t q s . 2.9 .  .  .  .3t
 .In view of 2.4 , we have
nq1. ¦y t ) 0, y t F 0 .  .
 i. ¥y t ) 0, i s 0, 1, . . . , l q 1 . , t G t . 2.10 .3
iq1 § i.y1 y t ) 0, i s l q 2, . . . , n .  .
 .Integrating both sides of 2.9 n y l times from t G t q s to ` and using3
 .2.10 , we find
`1  .nyly1 lq1.y t G s y t Q s y s y s ds, .  .  .  .Hn y l y 1 !t . t
t G t s t q s ,4 3
and so
`1  .nyly1 lq1.y t G s y t Q s q s y s ds, t G t . .  .  .  .H 4n y l y 1 !t . t
2.11 .
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 .Integrating again both sides l q 1 times from t to t G t and using 2.10 ,4 4
we obtain
`1 t  .l nyly1y t G t y s m y s .  .  .H Hn y l y 1 !l!t . t s4
=Q m q s y m dm ds, t G t . 2.12 .  .  .4
t l `  ny ly 1. .   . .  .  . Let y t s 1r n y l y 1 !l! H t y s H m y s Q m qt s4
.  .s y m dm ds, t G t . Then4
nq1.y t s yQ t q s y t F 0, t G t . 2.13 .  .  .  .4
 .  .By 2.12 and 2.13 , we have
1
nq1.y t q Q t q s y t F 0, t G t . 2.14 .  .  .  .4t
 .  . w .This shows that y t is a positive solution of 2.2 on t , ` .4
Case 2. n s 1.
 .By using the nature of nonincreasing of z t , we have
my1 my1 1 1t t
z t y s y it G z t y it G z s ds G z s ds, .  .  .  .  H H
t t .ty my1 t t3is0 is0
t G t s t q t . 2.15 .3 2
 .Hence, we get by 2.5
1 t
x t y s G z s ds q M , t G t q s . 2.16 .  .  .H 3t t3
 .Substituting this into 2.1 , we have
1 tn.z t q Q t z s ds q t M F 0, t G t . 2.17 .  .  .  .H 3 /t t3
 . t  .  .  .Let y t s H z s ds q t M, t G t . Then y t ) 0, t G t . From 2.17 wet 3 33
have
1
nq1.y t q Q t y t F 0, t G t . 2.18 .  .  .  .3t
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 .  . w .This shows that y t is a positive solution of 2.2 on t , ` . The proof is3
complete.
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. Assume that 1.2 holds. Then 1.1 has a nonoscillatory
 .solution if and only if 2.1 has an e¨entually positi¨ e solution.
The proof is trivial and is omitted.
w x  .  .LEMMA 2.3 9 . Assume that n, Q t satisfy 1.2 . Then e¨ery solution of
the equation
y nq1. t q Q t y t s 0, t G t ) 0 2.19 .  .  .  .0
 .is oscillatory if and only if it has no solution y t such that e¨entually
iq1  i.y t ) 0, y1 y t ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n. 2.20 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.4. Assume that n, Q t satisfy 1.2 . Then Eq. 2.19 has a
nonoscillatory solution if and only if the inequality
y nq1. t q Q t y t F 0, t G t ) 0 2.21 .  .  .  .0
has an e¨entually positi¨ e solution.
The proof is trivial and is omitted.
mw .  ..LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that w g C T , ` , y`, ` with m G 2, and that
w t ) 0, w  i. t ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1, w m. t F 0, t G T . .  .  .
2.22 .
 . X .Then e¨entually w t ) aw t for any constant a ) 0.
m. . my1. . w .Proof. Since w t F 0, t G T , w t is nonincreasing on T , ` .
By the Lagrange mean value theorem, we have
w my2. t s w my2. T q w my1. j t y T G w my1. t t y T .  .  .  .  .  .
G 2 aw my1. t , for t G T s T q 2 a. 2.23 .  .1
m. .In view of w t F 0, t G T , by Taylor's formula, we have
wY T .1 2Xw t G w T q w T t y T q t y T q ??? .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 12!
w my2. T .1 my2q t y T , .1m y 2 ! .
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wZ T .1 2X X Yw t F w T q w T t y T q t y T q ??? .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 12!
w my1. T .1 my2q t y T . .1m y 2 ! .
 .  . X .By 2.23 , we have eventually w t ) aw t . The proof is complete.
 .LEMMA 2.6. Assume that 1.2 holds. If the inequality
1
nq1.y t q Q t y t F 0, t G t ) 0 2.24 .  .  .  .0t
 .has an e¨entually positi¨ e solution, then, so does 2.1 .
 .  .Proof. Assume that 2.24 has an eventually positive solution y t . By
 .  .Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, without loss of generality, let y t satisfy 2.20 . Then
there exists a t G t such that1 0
iq1  i. nq1.y t ) 0, y1 y t ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n , y t F 0, t G t . .  .  .  . 1
2.25 .
By Lemma 2.5, there exists a t G t such that2 1
y t ) 2t yX t , t G t . 2.26 .  .  .2
 . X .  .Let z t s y t , t G t . Then we have by 2.252




y t s z s ds q y t , t G t . .  .  .H 2 2
t2
 .Substituting this into 2.24 , we get
1 1tn.z t q Q t z s ds q y t F 0, t G t . 2.28 .  .  .  .  .H 2 2t tt2
 . w . xLet m s m t s t y t y s rt . Then2
my11 1 1t tys tysyit
z s ds G z s ds G z s ds, .  .  .H H H
t t t  .t t tysy iq1 t2 2 is0
t G t s t q s q t .3 2
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 .By using the decreasing nature of z t , we have
my11 t
z s ds G z t y s y it , t G t . 2.29 .  .  .H 3t t2 is0
Define a function as
¡ 1r2t y t q 1rt z t q t t y t , .  .  .  .  .2 2 2
t F t F t q t ,2 2~x t s .
x t q t y z t q t , t F t - t , .  . 0 2¢x t y t q z t , t q it - t F t q i q 1 t , i s 1 2, . . . . .  .  .2 2
2.30 .
 . w .  .  .Obviously, x t continues on t , ` and x t ) 0 for t G t , and x t y0 2
 .  .x t y t s z t , t G t . Hence2
my1 my1
z t y s y it s x t y s y it y x t y s y i q 1 t .  .  . . 
is0 is0
s x t y s y x t y s y mt . 2.31 .  .  .
Since t F t y s y mt - t q t , it follows that2 2
x t y s y mt F 1r2t y t q z t q t , t G t . .  .  .  .2 2 2
 .  . X .  .  .Noticing z t q t F z t s y t - 1r2t y t , we have2 2 2 2
x t y s y mt F 1rt y t , t G t . 2.32 .  .  .  .2 2
 .  .  .  .From 2.28 , 2.29 , 2.31 , and 2.32 , we have
 .nx t y x t y t q Q t x t y s F 0, t G t . .  .  .  . 2
 .  .  .This shows that x t defined by 2.30 is a positive solution of 2.1 on
w .t , ` . The proof is complete.2
3. OSCILLATION OF ORDINARY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section, we consider the following higher order ordinary differen-
tial equation
y nq1. t q p t y t s 0, t G t ) 0, 3.1 .  .  .  .0
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where
w qn G 1 is an odd integer, p g C t , ` , R. .0 3.2 .
p t is not identically zero eventually. .
 .  .  .Let M denote the maximum of P x s x 1 y x ??? n y 1 y x onn n
w x0, 1 .
w x  .LEMMA 3.1 9 . Assume that 3.2 holds and
` Mnq1nlim inf t p s ds ) . 3.3 .  .H ntª` t
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 3.1 oscillates.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 3.2 holds. Suppose that there exists a T G t0
such that
` Mnq1nt p s ds F , t G T . 3.4 .  .H nt
 .  .Then Eq. 3.1 has a solution y t such that e¨entually
iq1  i.y t ) 0, y1 y t ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n. 3.5 .  .  .  .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we give only the proof in the case
 .n s 3. The proof of the other cases is quite similar. Let a 0 - a - 1 be
such that
a 1 y a 2 y a 3 y a s M . 3.6 .  .  .  .4
 . a  .Let y t s t . Then y t satisfies the equation0 0
y 4. t q M ty4 y t s 0. 3.7 .  .  .0 4 0
Let
u t s yX t ry t s art , ¨ t s yyY t ry t s a 1 y a rt 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
3.8 .
w t s yZ t ry t s a 1 y a 2 y a rt 3. .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
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 .  .  .Then u t ) 0, ¨ t ) 0, w t ) 0 for t ) 0, and0 0 0
` ` ¦2u t s u s ds q ¨ s ds .  .  .H H0 0 0
t t
` ` ¥¨ t s u s ¨ s ds q w s ds .  .  .  . , t ) 0. 3.9 .H H0 0 0 0
t t
` 1
y3w t s u s w s ds q M t .  .  .H §0 0 0 43t
  .4`   .4`   .4`Define the sequences of function u t , ¨ t , w t ask ks1 k ks1 k ks1
` ` ¦2u t s u s ds q ¨ s ds .  .  .H Hkq1 k k
t t
` ` ¥¨ t s u s ¨ s ds q w s ds .  .  .  . , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , t G T .H Hkq1 k k k
t t
` `
w t s u s w s ds q p s ds .  .  .  .H H §kq1 k k
t t
3.10 .
 .  .  .From 3.4 , 3.9 , and 3.10 , we have
`1 ¦2s y t p s ds F u t F u t .  .  .  .H 1 02 t
` ¥, t G T .s y t p s ds F ¨ t F ¨ t .  .  .  .H 1 0
t
`
p s ds F w t F w t .  .  .H §1 0
t
By induction, one can easily show that
`1 ¦2s y t p s ds F u t F u t F u t .  .  .  .  .H kq1 k 02 t
` ¥,s y t p s ds F ¨ t F ¨ t F ¨ t .  .  .  .  .H kq1 k 0
t
`
p s ds F w t F w t F w t .  .  .  .H §kq1 k 0
t
k s 1, 2, 3, . . . , t G T .
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Therefore
¦0 - lim u t s u t F u t .  .  .k 0
kª`
0 - lim ¨ t s ¨ t F ¨ t ¥ .  .  .k 0 , t G T . 3.11 .kª`
0 - lim w t s w t F w t .  .  .§k 0
kª`
 .Applying the Lebesgue control convergence theorem to 3.10 , we get
` ` ¦2u t s u s ds q ¨ s ds .  .  .H H
t t
` ` ¥¨ t s u s ¨ s ds q w s ds .  .  .  . , t G T . 3.12 .H H
t t
` `
w t s u s w s ds q p s ds .  .  .  .H H §
t t
 .Differentiating both sides of 3.12 , we find
X 2 ¦u t q u t q ¨ t s 0 .  .  .
X ¥, t G T . 3.13¨ t q u t ¨ t q w t s 0  . .  .  .  .
X §w t q u t w t q p t s 0 .  .  .  .
 . t  .  .Let y t s expH u s ds. From 3.13 we haveT
y t ) 0, yX t ry t s u t ) 0, .  .  .  .
, t G T .Y Z 5y t ry t s y¨ t - 0, y t ry t s w t ) 0 .  .  .  .  .  .
3.14 .
Moreover
y 4. t q p t y t s 0, t G T . 3.15 .  .  .  .
 .  .This shows that y t is a solution of Eq. 3.1 with n s 3 which satisfies
 .3.5 eventually. The proof is complete.
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By Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1, we have immediately
COROLLARY 3.1. Let n be an odd integer and C ) 0 be a constant. Then
e¨ery solution of the equation
C
nq1.y t q y t s 0, t ) 0 3.16 .  .  .at
oscillates if and only if a - n q 1 or a s n q 1 and C ) M .nq1
 .THEOREM 3.2. Assume that 3.2 holds. Suppose that there exists a
 . w . w x.function w t g C 0, ` , 0, 1 such that
` t 1r21 y w t p t exp 2 w s p s ds dt s `, 3.17 .  .  .  .  . .H H
t t0 0
where
`¡ ny21r n y 2 ! s y t p s ds, n ) 1, .  .  . .H~p t s . t¢p t , n s 1. .
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 3.1 oscillates.
Proof. We give only the proof in the case n ) 1. The proof in the case
 .n s 1 is similar. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that 3.1 has a
 .  .nonoscillatory solution. Then it has a solution y t such that 3.5 holds
eventually by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. Let t G t be such that1 0
iq1  i. nq1.y t ) 0, y1 y t ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n , y t F 0, t G t . .  .  .  . 1
3.18 .
 .Integrating both sides of 3.1 n y 1 times from t G t to ` and using1
 .3.18 , we have
`1 ny2Yy t F y s y t p s y s ds F yp t y t , t G t . .  .  .  .  .  .H 1n y 2 ! . t
3.19 .
 . X .  .Set w t s y t ry t . Then we have
X 2w t q w t q p t F 0, t G t . 3.20 .  .  .  .1
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 .For the function w t , by using the mean value inequality formula and
 .3.20 we have
1r2Xw t q 2 w t p t w t q 1 y w t p t F 0, .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
and so
X
t 1r2w t exp 2 w s p s ds .  .  . .H 5t1
t 1r2q 1 y w t p t exp 2 w s p s ds F 0, .  .  .  . .H
t1
t G t . 3.21 .1
Integrating both sides from t to `, we have1
` t 1r21 y w t p t exp 2 w s p s ds dt F w t - `. 3.22 .  .  .  .  .  . .H H 1
t t1 1
 .This contradicts 3.17 . The proof is complete.
From Theorem 3.2 one can easily obtain
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that 3.2 holds and
`¡ ny22lim t s y t p s ds ) n y 2 !r4, n ) 1, .  .  .H
tª`~ t 3.23 .
2lim t p t ) 1r4, n s 1. .¢
tª`
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 3.1 oscillates.
 .4. OSCILLATIONS OF EQ. 1.1
 .THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 1.2 holds and
` Mnq1nlim inf t Q s ds ) t . 4.1 .  .H ntª` t
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 1.1 oscillates.
 .Proof. Assume the contrary that 1.1 has a nonoscillatory solution. By
 .Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 the inequality 2.2 has an eventually positive solution.
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 .On the other hand, from 4.1 , we have
` `1 1 Mnq1n nlim inf t Q s q s ds s lim inf t Q s ds ) . .  .H Hnt t ntª` tª`t t
 .By Lemmas 3.1 and 2.4, we see that 2.2 has no eventually positive
solutions. This is a contradiction and the proof is complete.
By Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6, we have
 .THEOREM 4.2. Assume that 1.2 holds. Suppose that there exists a T G t0
such that
` Mnq1nt Q s ds F t , t G T . 4.2 .  .H nt
 .Then Eq. 1.1 has an e¨entually positi¨ e solution.
 .Remark 1. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that 4.1 is a sharp condition for
 .the oscillation of all solutions of Eq. 1.1 ; it cannot be improved again.
w xBy 8, Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.2, we have
 .COROLLARY 4.1. Assume that 1.2 holds. Suppose that there exists a T
 .such that 4.2 holds and that
`
ns Q s ds s `. 4.3 .  .H
t0
 .Then Eq. 1.1 has an unbounded e¨entually positi¨ e solution.
Remark 2. Corollary 4.1 gives a sufficient condition for the existence of
an unbounded positive solution. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
such result in the literature.
By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we have immediately
 .COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that 1.2 holds. Suppose that
n `  .  .lim t H Q s ds s C 0 F C F ` .t ª` t
 .  .i If C ) M trn, then e¨ery solution of Eq. 1.1 oscillates;nq1
 .  .ii If C - M trn, then Eq. 1.1 has an e¨entually positi¨ e solution.nq1
COROLLARY 4.3. Let n be an odd integer and let C, t ) 0, s G 0 be
constants. Then e¨ery solution of the equation
C .nx t y x t y t q x t y s s 0, t ) 0 4.4 .  .  .  .at
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oscillates if and only if
a - n q 1 or a s n q 1 and C ) M t . 4.5 .nq1
 .  .  .Remark 3. In Eq. 4.4 , when a ) 2n q 1 r2, condition 1.3 is not
satisfied. Thus, Theorem A doesn't determine the oscillatory behavior of
 .Eq. 4.4 . This shows that Theorem 4.1 improves Theorem A.
Remark 4. Even if for the case n s 1, our results Theorems 4.1 and
. w x4.2 are also the best. By Corollary 4.3, an open problem in 10 is solved
completely, which posed the determination of the oscillation of all solu-
 .tions of Eq. 4.4 with a s 2 and n s 1.
 .Remark 5. By Corollaries 4.1 and 4.3, Eq. 4.4 has an unbounded
positive solution if and only if a s n q 1 and 0 - C F M t .nq1
By Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.2, and Lemma 2.1, we have
 .THEOREM 4.3. Assume that 1.2 holds. Suppose that there exists a
 . w . w x.function w t g C 0, ` , 0, 1 , such that
` t 1r2
1 y w t Q t exp 2 w s Q s ds dt s `. 4.6 .  .  .  .  . .H H
t t0 1
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 1.1 oscillates, where
`¡ ny21r n y 2 !t s y t Q s q s ds, n ) 1, .  .  . .H~Q t s . t¢Q t , n s 1. .
 .COROLLARY 4.4. Assume that 1.2 holds, and
`¡ ny22lim t s y t Q s q s ds ) n y 2 !tr4, n ) 1, .  .  .H
tª`~ t 4.7 .
2lim t Q t ) tr4, n s 1. .¢
tª`
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 1.1 oscillates.
Remark 6. One can easily show that Theorem 4.3 improves Theorem A
 .as well by Eq. 4.4 .
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5. APPENDIX
In this appendix, we give the proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The necessity is obvious.
 .  .  .Sufficiency. Let x t be an eventually positive solution of 2.1 and z t
 .be defined by 2.3 . By Lemma 2.1 there exist a t ) t and an even integer1 0
 .   . 4l G 0 such that 2.4 holds. Set M s min x t : t F t F t q t r2. Then1 1
x t G 2 M , t G t . 5.1 .  .1
 .  .Let t s t q t q s . From 2.1 and 2.4 we obtain that either2 1
`1 ny1x t G x t y t q s y t Q s x s y s ds, .  .  .  .  .Hn y 1 ! . t
t G t , l s 0, 5.2 .2
or
`1 t ly1 nyly1x t G x t y t q t y s m y s .  .  .  .H Hn y l y 1 ! l y 1 ! .  . t s2
=Q m x m y s dm ds, t G t , l G 2. 5.3 .  .  .2
Next, we give only the proof in the case l G 2; for the case l s 0, the
proof is quite similar.
  .4`Define the sequence of functions x t ask ks0
x t s x t , t G t , .  .0 2
1¡ t ly1x t y t q t y s .  .Hky1 1 n y l y 1 ! l y 1 ! .  . t2
` ny ly1
m y s Q m x m y s dm ds, .  .  .H ky1~x t s s .k
t G t q r , k s 1, 2, . . . ,2
x t q r y M .k 2
M q x t y M , t F t - t q r , . . 2 2¢ x t q r y M .2
5.4 .
 4  .  .  .where r s max t , s . By 5.1 , 5.3 , and 5.4 we have for t G t q r,2
1
M F x t s x t y t q .  .1 n y l y 1 ! l y 1 ! .  .
`t ly1 nyly1t y s m y s Q m x m y s dm ds F x t s x t , .  .  .  .  .  .H H 0
t s2
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and for t F t - t q r, we also have2 2
x t q r y M .1 2
M F x t s M q x t y M F x t s x t . .  .  .  . .1 0x t q r y M .2
 .  .So M F x t F x t for t G t . By induction, one can easily prove in1 0 2
general that
M F x t F x t for t G t and k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  .kq1 k 2
`  .4  .Thus the sequence x t has a pointwise limiting function x t withk ks0
 .  .  .  .M F lim x t s x t F x t for t G t . From 5.4 and by the Mono-k ª` k 2
tone Convergence Theorem we find
1¡ t ly1x t y t q t y s .  .Hn y l y 1 ! l y 1 ! .  . t2
` ny ly1~ m y s Q m x m y s dm ds, t G t q r , .  .  .x t s . H 2
s
x t q r y M .2
M q x t y M , t F t - t q r . . . 2 2¢ x t q r y M .2
It follows that
 .nx t y x t y t q Q t x t y s s 0, t G t q r . .  .  .  . 2
 .  .Clearly x t is an eventually positive solution of Eq. 1.1 . The proof is
complete.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. The necessity is obvious.
 .  .Sufficiency. Let y t be an eventually positive solution of 2.21 . Then
nq1. .y t is eventually negative. It follows that there exist a t ) t and an1 0
even integer l G 0 such that
nq1. ¦y t ) 0, y t F 0 .  .
 i. ¥y t ) 0, i s 0, 1, . . . , l q 1 . , t G t . 5.5 .1
iq1 § t .y1 y t ) 0, i s l q 2, . . . , n .  .
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 .  .From 2.21 and 5.5 we obtain
`1 t l nyly1y t G y t q t y s m y s .  .  .  .H H1 n y l y 1 !l! . t s1
=Q m y m dm ds, t G t . 5.6 .  .  .1
  .4`Define the sequence of functions y t ask ks0
y t s y t , t G t , .  .0 1
`1 t l nyly1y t s y t q t y s m y s .  .  .  .H Hk 1 n y l y 1 !l! . t s1
=Q m y m dm ds, t G t , k s 1, 2, . . . . 5.7 .  .  .ky1 1
 .  .By 5.6 and 5.7 we have
`1 t l nyly1y t s y t q t y s m y s .  .  .  .H H1 1 n y l y 1 !l! . t s1
=Q m y m dm ds .  .
F y t s y t , t G t . .  .0 1
By induction, one can easily prove in general that
y t F y t F y t for t G t and k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .1 kq1 k 1
`  .4  .Thus the sequence y t has a pointwise limiting function y t withk ks0
 .  .  .  .  .y t F lim y t s y t F y t for t G t . From 5.7 and by the Mono-1 k ª` k 1
tone Convergence Theorem we find
`1 t l nyly1y t s y t q t y s m y s .  .  .  .H H1 n y l y 1 !l! . t s1
=Q m y m dm ds, t G t . .  . 1
It follows that
nq1.y t q Q t y t s 0, t G t . .  .  . 1
 .  .Clearly y t is an eventually positive solution of 2.19 . The proof is
complete.
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